SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENT
REGARDING EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES

THIS AGREEMENT is made and entered into as of 9-17-2019 by and between Spokane Regional Emergency Communications, a Public Development Authority created pursuant to RCW 35.21.730-759 (hereinafter, “PROVIDER”) and (INSERT FIRE SERVICE AGENCY LEGAL NAME), (hereinafter, “RECIPIENT”).

RECITALS

WHEREAS, chapter RCW 39.34.080 authorizes local governments to contract with each other on a basis of mutual advantage and thereby to provide services and facilities in a manner that provides services to meet the needs and development of local communities; and,

WHEREAS, the RECIPIENT desires to have certain services performed as hereinafter set forth requiring specialized skills and other supportive capabilities; and,

WHEREAS, PROVIDER represents that it is qualified and possesses sufficient skills and the necessary capabilities, including technical and professional expertise and equipment where required, to perform the services set forth in this Agreement; now, therefore,

IN CONSIDERATION of the terms, conditions, covenants, and performances contained herein, the parties hereto agree as follows:

OPERATIVE PROVISIONS

1. SERVICES.

1.1 Provider Services. The PROVIDER shall perform, within the boundaries of the RECIPIENT, the services described in Exhibit “A” attached hereto and by this reference incorporated and made part of this Agreement (“SERVICES”).

1.2 Provider Availability. PROVIDER shall provide the SERVICES on a daily 24-hour basis during the term of this Agreement.

2. COMPENSATION, TIME OF PAYMENT.

2.1 Compensation. The RECIPIENT shall compensate the PROVIDER for the SERVICES according to the User Fee Formula as recommended by the Fire Service Communication Advisory Board and approved by the SREC Governing Board.

2.2 Time of Payment. RECIPIENT shall pay PROVIDER the total fixed fee set forth in Paragraph 2.1 in no more than two equal installments, the first of which shall be paid to PROVIDER no later than May 1 of each year of the Agreement and the second no later than November 1 of each year of the Agreement.
3. DURATION OF AGREEMENT AND FUTURE SUPPORT.

3.1 Term. The term of this Agreement and the performance of the parties shall commence July 1, 2019 and shall continue unless and until terminated by either party as provided in Section 7 hereof.

3.2 Future Support. The PROVIDER makes no commitment to future support and assumes no obligation for future support of the SERVICES contracted for herein beyond the term of this Agreement.

4. RELATIONSHIP OF PARTIES.

4.1 No agent, employee, servant, or representative of one party shall be deemed to be an employee, agent, servant, or representative of the other for any purpose under this Agreement. Each party will be solely and entirely responsible for its acts and for the acts of its agents, employees, servants, subcontractors, or otherwise during the performance of this Agreement.

5. ASSIGNMENT AND SUBCONTRACTING.

5.1 Assignment. The PROVIDER shall not assign any portion of this Agreement without the written consent of the RECIPIENT, and it is further agreed that said consent must be obtained in writing by the PROVIDER not less than thirty (30) calendar days prior to the date of any proposed assignment. Consent shall not be unreasonably withheld.

5.2 Subcontracting. Any technical or professional service subcontract need not have approval by the RECIPIENT.

6. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY AND HOLD HARMLESS.

6.1 The PROVIDER shall protect, defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the RECIPIENT, its officers, officials, employees, and agents while acting within the scope of their employment as such, from any and all costs, claims, judgments, and/or awards of damages (both to persons and/or property). The PROVIDER will not be required to indemnify, defend, or save harmless the RECIPIENT if the claim, suit, or action for injuries, death, or damages (both to persons and/or property) is caused by the sole negligence of the RECIPIENT. Where such claims, suits, or actions result from the concurrent negligence of both Parties, the indemnity provisions provided herein shall be valid and enforceable only to the extent of each Party’s own negligence.

6.2 The RECIPIENT agrees to protect, defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the PROVIDER its officers, officials, employees, and agents while acting within the scope of their employment as such, from any and all costs, claims, judgments and/or awards of damages (both to persons and/or property). The RECIPIENT will not be required to indemnify, defend, or save harmless the PROVIDER if the claim, suit, or action for injuries, death, or damages (both to persons and/or property) is caused
by the sole negligence of the PROVIDER. Where such claims, suits, or actions result from the concurrent negligence of both Parties, the indemnity provisions provided herein shall be valid and enforceable only to the extent of each Party's own negligence.

6.3 The PROVIDER and RECIPIENT agree that its obligations under this section extend to any claim, demand and/or cause of action brought by, or on behalf of, any PROVIDER or RECIPIENT employees or agents while performing work authorized under this Agreement. For this purpose, the PROVIDER and RECIPIENT, by mutual negotiation, hereby waive any immunity that would otherwise be available against such claims under the Industrial Insurance provisions of chapter 51.12 RCW.

6.4 These indemnifications and waiver shall survive the termination of this Agreement.

6.5 No officer or employee of the RECIPIENT or the PROVIDER shall be personally liable for any act, or failure to act, in connection with this Agreement, it is understood that in such matters they are acting solely as agents of their respective agencies.

7. TERMINATION OF AGREEMENT AND CLOSE OUT.

7.1 Termination. Either party reserves the right to terminate this Agreement in whole or in part at any time, with or without cause, by giving at least six (6) months' notice to the other party in writing, specifying the reasons therefore, and the effective date provided such effective date shall not be prior to notification to the PROVIDER. After this effective date, no charges incurred under any terminated portions are allowable.

7.2 Close-Out. In the event that this Agreement is terminated in whole or in part for any reasons, the following provisions shall apply:

7.2.1 Upon written request by the PROVIDER, the RECIPIENT shall make or arrange for payment to the PROVIDER for SERVICES not covered by previous payments.

7.2.2 The PROVIDER shall immediately refund to the RECIPIENT any monies paid in advance for SERVICES not performed.
8. **NOTICE.** Whenever in this Agreement it is provided that written notice is given by one party to the other party, said notice shall be addressed as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROVIDER</th>
<th>RECIPIENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spokane Regional Emergency Communications</td>
<td>Fire Service Communication Advisory Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attn: Steve Reinke, Executive Director</td>
<td>Attn: [Handwritten Name] [Handwritten Name]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1620 N. Rebecca Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spokane, WA 99217</td>
<td>Phone: (509) 796-4973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phone: (509) 532-8975</td>
<td>Email: <a href="mailto:sreinke@srec911.org">sreinke@srec911.org</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email: <a href="mailto:sreinke@srec911.org">sreinke@srec911.org</a></td>
<td>Phone: [Handwritten Phone Number]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Delivery of said notice shall be effective in any one of the following ways:

1. By personal delivery to and an acknowledgement of receipt thereof signed by the receiving party.

2. By affidavit or personal service thereof on the receiving party.

3. By depositing the notice in the United States Mail, in an envelope properly addressed to the address indicated above or to the last address of the recipient known to the party giving notice, with postage fully prepaid thereon.

In the event said notice is mailed, it shall be deemed delivered three (3) working days following the posting thereof.

9. **JURISDICTION.**

9.1 **Applicable Law.** This Agreement has been and shall be construed as having been made and delivered within the state of Washington, and it is agreed by each party hereto that this Agreement shall be governed by laws of the state of Washington, both as to interpretation and performance.

9.2 **Venue.** Any action of law, suit in equity, or judicial proceeding for the enforcement of this Agreement or any provisions thereof shall be instituted and maintained only in a court of competent jurisdiction in Spokane County, Washington.

10. **SEVERABILITY.**

10.1 It is understood and agreed by the parties hereto that if any part, term, or provision of this Agreement is held by a court to be illegal, the validity of the remaining provisions shall not be affected, and the rights and obligations of the parties shall be construed and enforced as if the Agreement did not contain the particular provision held to be invalid.
10.2 If it should appear that any provision hereof is in conflict with any statute of the state of Washington, said provision which may conflict therewith shall be deemed modified to conform to such statutory provision.

11. ENTIRE AGREEMENT.

The parties agree that this Agreement, including Exhibit “A,” is the complete expression of the terms hereof and any oral representations or understandings not incorporated herein are excluded. Further, any modification of this Agreement shall be in writing and signed by both parties. Failure to comply with any of the provisions stated herein shall constitute a material breach of contract and cause for termination. Both parties recognize time is of the essence in the performance of the provision of this Agreement. It is also agreed by the parties that the forgiveness of the nonperformance of any provision of this Agreement does not constitute a waiver of the provisions of this Agreement.

12. COUNTERPARTS. This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of which, when so executed and delivered, shall be an original, but such counterparts shall together constitute but one and the same.

PROVIDER:
SPOKANE REGIONAL EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS
By: Steve Reinke, Executive Director
Lori Markham
Date: 10-1, 2019

RECIPIENT:
(INsert Appropriate Fire Agency Signature Authority)
By:
Date: 9-17, 2019
EXHIBIT “A”

Description of Services

SERVICES by PROVIDER for RECIPIENT shall be defined as:

(1) 911 Emergency Call Taking;
(2) Fire/EMS Dispatching; and
(3) Radio Network devices and system support.

DEFINITIONS

“CAD” means Computer Aided Dispatch
“CFS” means Call for Service
“EMS” means Emergency Medical Service(s)
“Incident” means when a CFS is assigned a responding unit within CAD
“PSAP” means Public Service Answering Point

SERVICES

1. **911 Emergency Call Taking**

   Operate as the Primary PSAP for Spokane County.

   Support for the fire service during large scale events (i.e., significant brush fires, ice and snow storms, etc.)

2. **Fire Dispatching (created from Baseline Level of Service Documentation and the current CCC ILA)**

   Perform call taking for 911 call transfers for fire, medical, rescue, and hazmat calls to include:
   
   - Location History – add to the call narrative for the Incident address.
   
   - Medical questioning using the approved EMD program (Medical Priority Dispatch), post-dispatch instructions (PDI’s), and pre-arrival instructions (PAI’s) which includes CPR instruction, Aspirin and Narcan administration, childbirth, etc. The majority of PAI’s require the Dispatcher to remain on the phone until EMS units arrive on scene.
   
   - Meet NFPA standard of receiving and dispatching priority calls (calls that require advanced life support, confirmed fires, etc.) in 64 seconds or less 90% of the time and non-priority (Basic Life Support, non-emergent calls, etc.) 106 seconds or less 90% of the time.
      
      - Structure Fire calls,
      - Brush Fire calls.
- Hazmat calls.
- Rescue calls (Tech, Water, and Extrication).
- Motor vehicle accidents.
- MCI (Mass Casualty Incidents) and RTF (Rescue Task Force) incidents.

- For the duration of the incident add **updates via CAD, Radio, and notification and further information** related to the call.

Dispatchers will utilize calm de-escalation techniques with those in crisis and utilize superior problem solving, priority of life decision making and tactical expertise in giving direction to callers on the phone.

Dispatchers will work in tandem with field units in proper communication and message, in order to achieve appropriate objectives in the best interest of the priority of life and property.

Dispatchers will send the appropriate amount of units needed based on information in the call and pre-determined incident plans from the CAD system. If the incident information describes the need for specialized equipment or specialized units, dispatch will send the appropriate personnel. They must have knowledge of all units and their capabilities:

Dispatchers must have a working knowledge of county wide response capability and coverage.

Dispatchers must have a strong working knowledge of regional geography.

If the incident requires the need for **other services**, Dispatchers will contact and request the appropriate agencies including, but not limited to other Law Agencies, Transport Agencies, Mental Health, Street Department, Alarm Companies, Water and Parks Department, Department of Ecology, Chaplain services, FAA, Fairchild Airforce Base, State Fire Marshall, WSP, SCSO Air 1, SCSO Dive Team, DEM, STA, School Districts, Utility Providers, Train (BNSF) and company as noted by procedure.

For Radio assignment and traffic Dispatchers will:

- Check all apparatus in the City of Spokane Fire Department, Spokane Valley Fire Department, and North and South County Districts. If a unit is out of service without explanation, the dispatcher will contact the appropriate district or jurisdiction to determine status.

- Assign the appropriate Talkgroup or Channel based on incident type.

- Provide radio medical and situation reports on all incidents.

- Give all updates on calls, including resource response, ten minute timers, etc.

- Have a working knowledge of Blue Card terminology and use based on county wide protocol.
• Answer alarm lines, triage calls, and send response as appropriate.

• Document any pertinent incident information in CAD.

• Fill requests from on scene command (i.e., board up request, responsible parties, alarm companies, STA, SCRAPS, Streets Department, LE, Utility Co. etc.).

• Communicate with AMR when changes occur and update fire response.

• Make appropriate apparatus changes to include response capability, changing technology when moving to a spare apparatus, swapping, and coverage or quarters changes.

• Send requested notifications.

• Send the daily 10:00 IMT notification.

• Hospital notifications for trauma or MCI situations.

• Assist primary call receiver by answering secondary and overflow 911 calls.

• Answer all business phone lines and fill requests.

• Answer and dispatch all calls from LE Dispatch.

• Answer and dispatch all calls from AMR.

• Conduct appropriate announcements via paging system.

• Relay caution note and pertinent premise information to responders.

• Record and update local information (i.e., hydrants out of service, on call investigators, street closures, alarm systems out of service, etc.) and notify appropriate response jurisdiction.

• Interface with adjoining counties for automatic and mutual aid response.

If a Fire Units self-initiated activity creates the need for specialized equipment or specialized units, dispatch will notify and attempt to send the appropriate personnel and apparatus. They must have knowledge of these units and their capabilities as outlined above for citizen initiated (911) calls for service. Dispatch will notify command if unable to fill request.

Dispatchers are expected to be technologically sound in all facets of our Computer Aided Dispatch System.

Dispatchers contribute and coordinate the Comprehensive Emergency Management Plan.
Dispatcher must have proficiency in external software, data bases, including, but not limited to: County Assessor Site, HiLink – Paging system, Alert Spokane (CodeRED), ACCELA.

When Staffing allows, Dispatchers will provide radio communication for drills and training in the field.

For Fire Supervision, Supervisors will:

- Be responsible for monitoring and assisting shift staff.
- Covers breaks for FCS, assist with phone calls and radio traffic as needed.
- Create and input locations into CAD.
- Provide quality oversight to include QA/QI of at least 7 EMS incidents a shift utilizing the Priority Dispatch Aqua System. They will provide feedback and assistance to the responsible Dispatcher with each review.
- Receive and process requests from the state fire marshal for state mobilizations.
- Fill the request for mobilizations by notifying the various fire districts and departments within the counties supported by Northeast Region.
- Coordinate with NEWICC dispatch to meet needs and fill resources for any Department of Natural Resources (DNR), Bureau of Land Management, Forest Service or special agency needs.
- Interact with the public regarding questions and concerns.
- Perform CAD maintenance as requested by Admin staff or Fire agencies served by the CCC.
- Provide public records requests and routine data inquiries for fire investigators, chiefs, and responders based on request for all fire agencies to include researching calls and providing detailed information on what occurred at time of call both on the phone and through CAD.
- Manage Fire Resources County wide during large events, working with administration and the Fire Area Coordinator.
- Oversee County Resource Deployment Coverage and move-up resources on a daily basis.
- Maintain necessary call back lists and call back of personnel.
- Have an intimate knowledge of the Spokane County Fire Resource Plan (SCFRP), Northeast Region, and Washington State mobilization Plans in order to be able to execute required response procedures.
- Conduct appropriate announcements via paging system.
- Monitor weather conditions and make notifications when necessary.
- Research and provide monthly statistics for all Fire Agencies.
- Coordinate with Disaster Medical Control Center (DMCC) for the tracking and transportation of patients to the appropriate facility and method during a Mass Casualty Incidents.
- Maintain the “big operational picture” for the shift to ensure resources available match the need for the safety of the responders and public.

**Staffing:**

Dispatchers ensure that all four main Fire Channels and Operational Talkgroups are monitored 24/7. A minimum of two Fire Dispatchers will be on the floor at all times. When staffing allows, all training and supplemental Talkgroups will be monitored.

**Training/Hiring:**

Dispatchers create and maintain current training documents for incoming trainees and adhere to a strict training program. Training Officers instruct and observe trainees in each phase of progression. Training phases are set up to cover all of the above tasks and requirements to become a dispatcher.

**The Fire Service Communication Advisory Board (RECIPIENT):**

the RECIPIENT shall provide oversight, review and direction to PROVIDER on the policies and operations of PROVIDER in regards to fire and EMS calls. PROVIDER recognizes the authority of the RECIPIENT.

Each Fire Operations Group Member (“Member”) shall have one (1) vote.

Any action requiring a super majority shall require the affirmative vote of at least two-thirds (67%) of all members of the RECIPIENT.

**Authority, Duties and Responsibilities of RECIPIENT:**

The authority, duties and responsibilities of the RECIPIENT shall be as follows:

(a) Review the level of service provided by PROVIDER and assure that it complies.

(b) Assure that established performance criteria are being met.
(c) By an affirmative vote by a two-thirds majority of the RECIPIENT, it may, subject to the concurrence of the PROVIDER Board.

(1) Establish or modify performance criteria to measure the type and level of service, or;

(2) Alter or amend the type and level of service.

(d) Ensure that staffing levels outlined in this Agreement are met by PROVIDER.

(e) Review staffing levels to determine if staffing needs are appropriate.

(f) Evaluate appeals of complaints or damages forwarded to them as provided by this Agreement or by the policies and procedures adopted by the RECIPIENT.

(g) Establish procedures for meetings, including the meeting agenda.

(h) Provide guidance for a backup communications center to PROVIDER.

(i) In cooperation/coordination with the Radio shop, approve the radio and paging operational system, including all radio frequency/talk group uses, assignments, and licensing arrangements as deemed appropriate and request/make modifications or alterations consistent with the interests of all Members, as well as overall functionality of the system as a whole.

RECIPIENT may:

(a) Develop a survey to receive feedback from the public on service delivery, provided that any such process developed shall be subject to the review and concurrence of the PROVIDER Board.

(b) Create an operations committee or other working committees. All committees created by the RECIPIENT shall be subordinate to, and subject to the direction of the RECIPIENT.

(c) Request staff assistance from PROVIDER.

The Fire Service Communications Advisory Board Members:

RECIPIENT will be comprised of a representative of each of the 15 fire agencies.

A quorum is comprised of at least eight (8) members to always include:

One (1) representative of each of the four (4) Members with the greatest average annual emergency incident volume over the last thirty six (36) months.

Four (4) additional votes from any of the remaining eleven (11) agencies. The four (4) Members with the greatest average volume of emergency incidents will serve three (3) year terms. The determination of the four (4) Members with the greatest average emergency incident volume will
be made by December 1 of each third (3rd) year so that representatives can be named for the next three (3) year term.

Unlimited consecutive terms may be served by a representative. If a position becomes vacant during the term, the position shall be filled as soon as possible and the remainder of the term fulfilled.

The representatives to the RECIPIENT shall be agency Fire Chiefs or their designees. Each designated representative shall name a person to act as his/her authorized designee/representative in case of absence or unavailability.

There shall be no more than one (1) representative from any one (1) Member.

Positions representing multiple Members shall be selected by those Members. The Chair of RECIPIENT shall solicit nominations for the at-large positions for sixty (60) days, and then administer their election, allowing thirty (30) days for the election process, to be completed and finalized by December 15 prior to the beginning January 1 date of the two (2)-year term for the elected representatives.

By unanimous consent of the RECIPIENT, the make-up of the RECIPIENT may be modified.

**RECIPIENT Meetings:**

RECIPIENT shall elect from among the Member agency representatives, by simple majority vote, a Chairperson. The election shall be held at the first meeting of the year, after the election of the at-large (two (2)-year term) representatives. The term of office for the chairperson shall be two (2) years.

The chair of the RECIPIENT will set the agenda for each meeting, provided that the PROVIDER Executive Director/Deputy Director may place any item on the agenda. Items may be placed on the agenda by any Member in accordance with adopted meeting procedures.

RECIPIENT shall meet regularly and will determine its own meeting schedule. The RECIPIENT may have telephonic meetings, however any action requiring a super majority affirmative vote shall require individual written/email verification of the vote by each member, to be sent to the Chair, within twenty four (24) hours of the vote.

**Contracting Agency Responsibilities:**

Member shall provide to PROVIDER, and regularly update as appropriate to maintain currency, the following:

(a) A roster of command and staff personnel with telephone numbers and a list of station locations (addresses) and telephone numbers.

(b) Individuals or groups needing unique paging codes.
(c) Response configuration information identifying the number and sequence of units to be dispatched to incidents by geographical location. Inclusion of other agency resources shall be verified by written authorization from the other agency.

(d) The level of response to be dispatched to various types of incidents.

Member shall, concur with, adopt, and comply with the policies and procedures established by the Fire Service Communications Advisory Board, and be subject to remedies prescribed by the Fire Service Communications Advisory Board for breach of policy or procedure.

Cooperative Development Requirements:

All Member agencies shall commit to the cooperative development, operations, and maintenance of the following as determined necessary by the RECIPIENT:

(a) Public Safety GIS data base; and

(b) Radio System Plan Member.

Systems or plans accepted and adopted by the RECIPIENT shall be subject to the acceptance of all Members, and shall be presented to them by the RECIPIENT for that action.

3. Radio Network devices and system support:

PROVIDER agrees to:

- Provide, manage, and support 24/7 emergency communications systems for first responders.
- Operate, maintain and upgrade communications tower sites.
- Maintain buildings, towers and antenna, radio equipment, microwave backhaul equipment, battery systems, generators, security equipment, and grounds for all facilities and systems.
- Provide, maintain, program, repair, and replace communications radios (portables and mobiles) for law enforcement and fire agencies. Approximately 4200 subscriber units in total.
- Operate, maintain and upgrade Microwave backhaul systems.
- Provide infrastructure backhaul for City of Spokane, Washington State Patrol (WSP), Kootenai County, and Stevens County emergency communications equipment.
- Provide backhaul of 911 phone circuits to the City of Cheney.
• Provide, maintain and upgrade the County Wide Paging System utilized by Spokane and Kootenai counties. This system is utilized as the primary and initial means of incident notification for all fire agencies responders.

• Provide and maintain Fire Station Alerting (FSA) system via the Motorola system to include basic trouble shooting analysis. Fire agencies are responsible for the installation and maintenance of FSA systems.

• Provide, maintain, and upgrade the radio and telephone recording system utilized by fire dispatch, law dispatch, and 911.

• Maintain communications systems, frequencies, licensing, and radio equipment in accordance with federal law under the Federal Communications Commission 47 C.F.R. Part 90.

• Provide, maintain and coordinate radio frequencies for all first responders within Spokane County.

• Facilitate and coordinate interoperability with multiple local, regional, state and federal agencies. This includes both law enforcement and fire. See exhibit A.

• Provide and maintain multi-band wide area radio systems for local, state, and national interoperability as directed by the Department of Homeland Security.

• Provide and maintain equipment for interoperability with the Department of Defense for disasters and national security.

• Operate Maintain and Upgrade 4.9GHz wireless system for city / county network backhaul.

• Provide microwave transport of Spokane City / Spokane County network to outlying Scope stations, fairgrounds, Spokane Parks, waste transfer stations, SCRAPS and Spokane County Fire District 9 fire stations.

• Provide communications equipment and support (including a technician for deployment as needed) for Department of Emergency Management Region 9. Includes Mobile Command Vehicle (MCV) and other vehicles deployed in the region.

• Provide, maintain, program, and repair dispatch consoles for the City of Spokane, Spokane County, City of Cheney, Spokane International Airport, City / County Jail, and Geiger Corrections.

• Provide, maintain, and repair regional law enforcement aircraft communications operated by the Spokane Sheriff Department. Coordinate multi-state communications.
• Provide equipment, maintain, repair, and support regional Emergency Alert System (EAS).

• Represent the region for the Federal Communications Commission National Public Safety Planning Advisory Committee (NPSPAC) Region 43.

• Provide and maintain emergency cache radios utilized for local and regional large incidents, emergencies, and planned events. This includes incidents such as large fires, ice storms, and windstorms, any other large scale natural disasters, Bloomsday, and HoopFest.

• Provide interoperability options to private agencies such as American Medical Response, hospitals, Gonzaga campus, power companies, etc.

• Provide and support communications for large events such as Bloomsday, Hoopfest, etc.

• Support the region with emergency mountain top communications equipment or staff in the event of a major communications failure.

• Coordinate with regional agencies to provide emergency communications in the event of radio system failure. This is reciprocal cooperation.

• Provide radio system and dispatch statistics.

• Adjust system and subscriber settings to maximize radio system capacity and efficiency.

• Monitor and advise on new technologies, equipment, and regulations (FirstNet, IP based radio, etc.).

• Provide guidance and technical service for interfaces to the radio system. This includes items such as CAD, Locution FSA, Geolocation, etc.

• Establish and provide for a backup communications center to PROVIDER primary center.